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We’ve invested $360 million in
Australian infrastructure.
In a world that never stops
moving, where supply is
frantically trying to keep
up with demand, time has
become our most valuable
commodity.
From the food in our
supermarkets, to the petrol in our
cars, none of it would exist if it
weren’t for Australia’s transport
and logistics industry, the people
that keep Australia moving.

So at TWUSUPER, we’re proud to
be the people who look after them.
And we do this by investing
over $360 million in Australian
infrastructure – the roads,
bridges, stations, airports and
ports that keep Australia moving.

TWUSUPER.COM.AU
for the people who
keep Australia moving.
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And, as the Industry SuperFund
for transport and logistics, we’ve
delivered more to our members
over the past 10 years than the
average retail super fund.

A copy of the current Product Disclosure statement should be obtained from us (at www.twusuper.com.au or by calling 1800 222 071) and considered carefully before you make any decision in connection with TWUSUPER.
Comparison modelled by SuperRatings, commissioned by TWUSUPER, shows difference in net benefit of TWUSUPER’s balanced investment option and the main balanced options of the 85 retail funds tracked by
SuperRatings with a 10 year performance history, taking into account historical earnings and fees – excluding contribution, entry, exit and additional adviser fees, Modelling as at 30 June 2015. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future performance and should never be the sole factor considered when selecting a fund.
TWUSUPER Nominees Pty Ltd, ABN 67 002 7835 412, Australian Financial Services License 239 163 (‘TWUSUPER’) as trustee of the TWU Superannuation Fund (ABN 77 343 563 307).

Barker Trailers, Environment Protection
Authority, Fleetmark, Worrells.
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The VTA Priority Report is a quarterly
publication. We would welcome editorial
contributions from industry sources.
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THE VTA IS PLEASED TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING NEW SPONSORS AND MEMBERS
•
Brownes Foods Operations
•
AcQuum Consulting
•
The Drug Detection Agency
•
CHS Broadbent
•
Barkers Trailers
•
Tom Tom Telematics
•
International Trade
•
BM Tronics/Telstra
•
Westpac
Management
•
SAF Holland
•
Worrells
•
Sustainable Performance
Partners

More than 50 transport
and logistics related people
enjoyed the camaraderie of
the most recent VTA new
members’ cocktail party at
The Emerald Hotel, South
Melbourne.
These networking events provide a
great opportunity for members to
mingle and share their experiences
and expertise with others within the
industry.
This occasion was sponsored by
TWUSUPER and we were delighted
to have its National Business
Relationship Manager Amy Dicker
among the guests.
The VTA executive and board
members look forward to welcoming
more members to future events.

TWUSUPER sponsored the new members' cocktail party
in South Melbourne.
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The event was a chance for new members to mingle and
share experiences.
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PRESIDENT’S WELCOME

CEO’S REPORT

PRESIDENT’S WELCOME

Welcome to this summer
issue of Priority Report
and another exciting year
for the Victorian Transport
Association and our broader
industry.
I was pleased to have been reelected at the end of last year for
another term as your President and,
together with my fellow Councillors
and VTA secretariat, look forward
to representing the interests of
members at the highest levels of
government, regulators and other
industry stakeholders in 2018.
Peter Anderson and the VTA
secretariat continue to do great work
on issues that are most impacting
on our members and our industry,
with a strong emphasis on operator
productivity, efficiency, training and
education.
Notwithstanding signs of the
economy improving, the year will
be a tough one for operators under
pressure from rising operating costs
and smaller margins. As I remarked
at our annual VTA Christmas Lunch:
•	We’ve seen most of the stevedores
introducing or significantly raising
infrastructure charges that
transport companies are required
to pay to use their terminals;
•	We’ve seen toll charges for
heavy vehicles continue to rise
exponentially, and some would say
disproportionately as compared to
passenger vehicles;
•	We’ve also seen energy, fuel and
other road charges increasing
significantly, all of which combines
to heighten pressures on operators
to return a profit.
I’m pleased with the role the VTA
has played in containing the impacts
of these cost increases as much as
possible, and urge you as operators
to pass increases on through the
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We look forward to updating you on
this and other important work over
the remainder of the year.
Planning is well underway for our
annual state conference, which is
being held early this year in March
due to numerous other transport
industry events in May and June.
supply chain, which is necessary for
you to remain competitive.
This issue of Priority Report details
our many recent wins on roads and
infrastructure, and other measures
that will reduce cost pressures on
operators.
Away from roads and infrastructure,
we have also been busy advocating
for legislative and regulatory changes
and improvements to benefit
operators and drivers.
Through our involvement with the
Australian Road Transport Industry
Organisation (ARTIO), we fought
hard for the reversal on a recent Tax
Office Determination that we thought
was unfair because it massively
reduces long haul drivers’ meal claim
allowances.
Elsewhere, the Association has
articulated its position on a range
of key issues under consideration by
the Commonwealth and Victorian
governments and their agencies, with
submissions made in relation to:
•	the national freight and supply
chain strategy.
•	the location of the second Port for
Melbourne.
•	the West Gate Tunnel and NorthEast Link.
•	the Owner Drivers and Forestry Act.
•	Amendments to Australian Road
Rules, and
•	Performance Based Standards
(PBS) Scheme.

The conference is one of numerous
professional development events and
seminars the VTA will host this year
to continue to improve standards
and raise professionalism within our
industry. I urge you to get involved
in these and other hospitality and
network activities detailed in our
events calendar.
The VTA exists first and foremost
to represent the interests of our
members on matters that help you
to be more profitable and successful.
There are numerous ways for you and
your staff to be involved in our work,
either through attendance at events
and seminars, or on one of the many
committees which exist to inform the
work of the Secretariat.
We are always keen to have active
input from members and supporters
and I encourage you to reach out to
the VTA for any assistance on ways
to maximise your membership and, of
course, on any specific issues you and
your business are facing.
With a state election just eight
months away, 2018 is shaping up
as a year where transport and
infrastructure will dominate discourse
and conversations throughout the
state, and I offer you every assurance
that the VTA will be fighting for the
industry and its people every step of
the way.
Wishing you every success for a
prosperous year.

Cameron Dunn
President

CEO’S REPORT
As we kick off another
exciting year in transport,
it’s timely to reflect on the
achievements of the last,
and on this measure, there
is a significant amount for
the VTA and its members
and the broader transport
industry to be proud.
We were thrilled to conclude 2017
with the exciting news that the
Victorian Government had selected
a preferred route for the NortEast Link, for which the VTA has
campaigned for some time.
Just 12 months after committing
to the project, and 18 months after
the VTA escalated its campaign for
the road to be built, Premier Daniel
Andrews announced that Option
A running directly north from the
Eastern Freeway at Bulleen and
connecting to the Ring Road at
Greensborough had been assessed
as the preferred route.
The VTA, having been briefed on
the many enhancements that will
be made to the new road and the
Eastern Freeway to accommodate
freight, has thrown its weight
behind the road and looks forward
to working with state and local
governments, industry and the local
community, as plans are finalised
and eventually put out to tender.
Naturally this project will be
many years in the making and
we continue to work closely with
VicRoads and community groups
in the north-east on improving
local amenity and safety, whilst
maintaining operator productivity,
just as we do with groups in
Melbourne’s inner-west that have
long agitated for curfews and bans.
We are getting significantly closer
to a long-term resolution on heavy
vehicle movements in communities
near the Port of Melbourne, and

were thrilled to learn prior to
Christmas of plans to incentivise
use of the future West Gate Tunnel
toll road for heavy vehicles. The
VTA has been a vocal advocate
for initiatives that will encourage
trucks onto freeways and away
from communities, so Transurban’s
announcement of multi-trip and
night time discounts on tolls was
welcome indeed.
Elsewhere within the Port, the
VTA was pleased to play its role in
bringing the illegal picket at VICT’s
Webb Dock terminal to an end,
after two weeks of disruption at the
industry’s peak time of the year.
Thumbing its nose at a Supreme
Court Order with an illegal picket
was never the appropriate way
for the MUA and CFMEU to bring
the matter to an end and we
are pleased that the Fair Work
Commission will ultimately resolve
future disputes.
The blockade which prevented
trucks from collecting
containers was an international
embarrassment for Victoria and
we will be doing our level best to
undo the damage done and restore
Melbourne’s hard-fought reputation
as the preferred of all of Australia’s
ports.
Elsewhere throughout the VTA our
training and education programs
are continuing to attract significant
interest from workers transitioning
into new careers in transport. We
have introduced highly-trained new
drivers to a number of members
courtesy of the Driver Delivery
program, and the Transition to
Transport course continues to be
well attended.
Through these programs the
Victorian Government has rightly
seen the value of the VTA when it
comes to training future industry
participants, and positioning work

in our industry as a profession, not
just a job.
We continue to encourage
members to take advantage of
massive subsidies that make these
courses extremely appealing for
those interested in offering further
training and instruction.
I also extend my sincere
congratulations to Paul Ryan who
was presented with the W.F.D
Chalmers Award at the President’s
Dinner late last year, along with
all the winners of the Australian
Freight Industry Awards.
The achievements of Paul and
all the AFIA winners are detailed
throughout these pages of Priority
Report, and I pay special tribute
to Personality of the Year award
winner Dr Hermione Parsons.
This year has already shaped
up as a busy one and the VTA is
actively engaging with legislators
and regulators on a wide range of
matters including infrastructure,
licencing, chain of responsibility,
enforcement and many other
matters. We are due to appear
before the Fishermans Bend
Precinct Planning Panel soon,
where we will advocate against
the creation of a bike path down
Lorimer Street.
I wish you every success for the year
ahead and look forward to seeing
you at one of our many events and
seminars.

Peter Anderson
Chief Executive Officer
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NEWS FROM THE CEO’S DESK

NEWS FROM THE CEO’S DESK

NORTH-EAST LINK NOW A REALITY
Following months of information
gathering, research and feedback
from key stakeholders, the preferred
corridor for the North-East Link has
been determined and the Victorian
Transport Association is delighted
with the outcome.
VTA CEO Peter Anderson said the
announcement last November
would enable the earliest possible

construction of this ‘missing link’ in
our transport infrastructure.
“The VTA applauds the Government
for taking on this important project,
and Duncan Elliot and his team at
the North-East Link Authority for
their diligence in coming up with the
best solution,” Mr Anderson said.
“This is a project for the greater

good of all Victorians, and it’s
important that it isn’t now held up
by egocentrism, self-interest or
isolationist mentality.

POTENTIALLY DISASTROUS BIKE PATH
While most road infrastructure
projects are encouraged by the VTA,
one suggestion by the state planning
minister Richard Wynne and

Member for Albert Park Martin Foley
for an on-road cycling path in the
future Fishermans Bend precinct is
an “irresponsible recipe for disaster”.

“The VTA recognises the support
from the heavy vehicle industry and
the RACV in ensuring this important
project was taken on during this
term of government.”

“Lorimer Street is a gazetted freight
route for heavy vehicles and is
intensively used by trucks of up
to 70 tonnes travelling between
Webb Dock and road and rail freight
infrastructure closer to town,” Mr
Anderson said.

MONASH FREEWAY LANE TRIAL
Mr Anderson said the VTA looks
forward to the start of construction
of the North-East Link, and for many
other Victorian road infrastructure
plans to progress in the near future.
Among these is a Monash Freeway
trial that will restrict truck movements
in the right-hand lane of certain
sections of the freeway, helping to

improve productivity for heavy vehicle
operators and safety for all motorists.
The nine-month trial starts in
February with heavy vehicles
travelling in both directions on the
Monash being restricted from using
the far right-hand lane between
Huntingdale Road, Mount Waverley
and Jacksons Road, Noble Park.

“The Monash Freeway is the most
heavily used road in Victoria by trucks
travelling between Melbourne’s
south east and through to other
parts of the state, and it is vital that
measures to improve productivity
are implemented to keep the freeway
safe and efficient for all road users,”
Mr Anderson said.

Their draft of the Fishermans
Bend Framework contains
recommendations for a new onroad cycling path on Lorimer Street
between the Bolte and West Gate
bridges.

The VTA urges a re-think of this
recommendation and has previously
advised the government in its
precinct planning to encourage
cycling and pedestrian traffic to
Williamstown Road, and to actively
separate heavy vehicles from cyclists
where possible.

The VTA is urging the government to keep
bike lanes separate from heavy vehicles.

UNION DEFIANCE
The VTA has expressed its
disappointment at the industrial
action taken throughout December
that shut down the Victorian
International Container Terminal
(VICT) and impacted the freight
and logistics industry and its
customers.

Unions had defied Supreme
Court orders to lift their illegal
blockade, which prevented trucks
from accessing containers at the
terminal.
In circumstances such as this, the
VTA would urge parties to use the
industrial relations system and

Fair Work Commission to have
workplace disputes resolved.
The VICT has launched legal action
in the Supreme Court against the
Maritime Union of Australia and the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and
Energy Union seeking damages due
to the illegal picket line.

WEST GATE TUNNEL
TOLL CONCESSIONS
While the VTA has welcomed the
Andrews Labor Government’s
execution of contracts that has
enabled work to start on the West
Gate Tunnel project early this year,
it is particularly pleased to have
negotiated significant toll concessions
for heavy vehicle users.
The Monash Freeway is among the most
heavily used roads in Victoria.

8
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“The Government and Transurban
have listened and responded to

concerns of the VTA and broader
transport industry about permanent
truck bans on alternative local roads
around the port, by providing financial
incentives for operators to use the
improved West Gate Freeway and
the new tunnel,” Mr Anderson said.
Under the new tolling regime, the
following multi-trip daily discounts will
apply: • 1-4 trips per day charged at

normal trip rate; • Additional 5-8 trips
per day charged at 50 percent off the
normal trip rate; and • Ninth and over
trips per day free of charge.
Tolls for heavy commercial vehicles
have been set at $14.60 during the
day and $9.75 at night. For high
productivity freight vehicles, day time
tolls are $21.90, reducing to $14.60
at night.
Priority Report
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VTA COMMITTEE REPORTS

VTA COMMITTEE REPORTS

VTA COMMITTEE REPORTS

It is fortuitous that this issue
of Priority Report coincides
with the impact we are
witnessing in relation to
the ‘future of work’; the
wide-ranging views on our
changing industry mix; new
age technologies; the labour
market and the challenges for
education and training.
Our industry is not immune from
these disruptive forces and the need
for sound evidence-based research
to guide sound decision making,
strategies and planning is paramount.
Current research is very focused upon
endeavouring to understand the many
complex and inter-related issues in
relation to the impact of technologies
on skills and workforce development,
as well as, raising productivity and
sustainability.
Members should be re-assured that
the VTA is directly involved with the
major agencies and peak bodies which
advise Commonwealth and State
Industry and Skills Ministers on the
implementation of national vocational
education and training policies. This
includes the Transport and Logistics
Industry Reference Committee and
the Victorian Skills Commission. It is
through these groups we contribute,
advocate and ensure our industry
expertise has a ‘voice’ at the table. We
will also witness more rationalising
of the system and hopefully
improvements to the VET system.

The VTA understands the importance
of ‘adding value’ to its members and
given the unprecedented number of
proposed infrastructure projects, the
VTA is in the process of developing
an additional working group for the
current VTA Secretariat and the focus
will be on the industry stakeholders
directly involved with infrastructure
construction.
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The General Freight Committee
continues to provide valuable input
into key issues affecting our industry,
and in particular, key initiatives such as
the Environmental Freight Zones (EFZ)
which will have a major impact upon
‘how, when and where’ heavy vehicles
will be able to travel through, in and
around many of the inner western
suburbs. Combined with the current
and planned major infrastructure
projects, the importance of strong
VTA representation and advocacy
is paramount. The VTA is well
represented on working parities with
the Metro Tunnel Authority, the Port of
Melbourne and the West Gate Tunnel
community group.

Greg Cain

2016

Apr-16

|

The Coode Road Closure Plan
and projected traffic congestion in
the Port precinct, and addressing
inefficiencies with current container
movements, including empty
containers and two-way running
continues to be the major focus
areas for the Wharf Carrier Group.
The Technology Group has further
concentrated on the development of
its previously agreed projects: Fatigue
Management for Local Work and the
Compliance Cost Index. The group is
also aiming to provide an opportunity
for key technological initiatives to

The Long Distance Committee
remains focused on issues relating
to attracting heavy vehicle drivers,
changes to Chain of Responsibility
(CoR) and the need to review the
current structure of Heavy Vehicle
licencing and attracting drivers. These
continue to be major issues for the
industry.

The trend lines are following similar
patterns to 2016 with consistent
TTT improvements noted at East

Mar-16

Priority Report

From the outset, the VTA recognised
this program would have its
challenges, however we certainly
expect real progress in coming
months. It has also provided the
opportunity to positively represent
and advocate for serious reforms
with Heavy Vehicle licencing for our
industry. It is indeed a very major
issue and is a current focus for our
key industry agencies. The VTA also
understands the need to adopt a
strong, concerted and committed
approach in order to influence these
essential changes in the interests of
improved safety, productivity and
efficiency for the industry.

The People Group has also built
upon its health and wellbeing in the
workplace theme by delivering a
workshop on corporate strategy and
managing change.

operational aspects faced by the
transport operators.

Swanson. The VTA will continue to
engage with the respective parties
on the queuing times, as significant
turnaround times may have
implications on other compliance and

transport operators at the Swanson
Dock in Port Melbourne.

Feb-16
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I wish to make particular mention of
the Driver Delivery program. The VTA
is working with employees from the
car manufacturing industry who are
endeavouring to transition to other
industries such as transport and
logistics. This underpins the purpose of
the Driver Delivery program whereby
the program focuses upon developing
job ready drivers with extensive
‘behind the wheel’ experience in order
to place them into driver positions with
our member companies.

be presented to members. In late
October, VicRoads showcased some
of the advancements now being
trialled on our roads.

Jan-16

The VTA has been very committed to
implementation of the three-pronged
government funded training programs
during 2017. The VTA Cadetship
program entered its final stages for
the year with participants starting their

last block in November. The ‘blended
learning’ approach has been well
received and the participants have
also attended three very worthwhile
site visits. The one day Transition
to Transport program has seen 63
participants complete the course to
date and this is a terrific program for
all new employees into your business
at no cost.

Linear - West Swanson (DPW)
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VWMA REPORT

IR REPORT

SOCIAL LICENCE TO OPERATE –
GOVERNMENTS AS ARBITER

The concept of social licence
to operate (SLO) has been
around for many years,
particularly in the mining
industry, but has in recent
years been extended to other
sectors including the waste
and recycling industries.
It is defined by the CSIRO as
“something (support and trust) that
is needed to be earned from the
community”. It is not enough these
days to be a local employer or a
supporter of the local footy, cricket
or netball clubs, but encompasses
conduct that your operations meet
the local community standards and
expectations
Of course, that trust and goodwill
can literally go up in smoke when
something goes wrong. Community
expectations about what constitutes
an acceptable operation are
much less forgiving these days
and the pressure for governments
to intervene in response is much
greater.
Two major events last year highlight
the EPA’s new role as arbiter
of a social licence and serve to
demonstrate how industry needs to
respond to the shifting landscape.
A fire at a recycling plant in Coolaroo
created a significant smoke
event across Melbourne causing
public angst and much unwanted
media attention for the company.
Commentators were quick to judge
the stockpile as being the result of a
failure of the recycling system, rather
than a reduced processing capacity

12
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due to an earlier fire and the public
narrative quickly grew with calls
for much greater EPA control over
an apparent unregulated system.
Up until then, it was more local
government planning regulations
than the EPA that controlled activity
on site.
The Government, feeling the heat of
a potential failure of control, directed
the EPA to fix the issue. Hurried
phone calls to industry to come up
with a solution or have one imposed
on them, led to an industry taskforce,
developing a guideline which became
an interim waste management
policy declared by the minister to “be
necessary to ensure that resource
recovery are managed in a manner
that minimises risks of fire that can
lead to risks to human health and
environment.”   Such interim policies
do not need normal controls such
as a Regulatory Impact Statement,
so at this stage the costs (economic
and administrative) on industry, is
unknown but will in future become
a necessary requirement of doing
business.
Soon after the Coolaroo fire, the
clean-up of the huge Stawell tyre
stockpile commenced after years of
buck passing. The EPA took control
of the site in early August following
a lack of response by the owners
(themselves now a mysterious
offshore entity) to statutory notices
from the EPA to reduce the size of
the stockpile -their concern being
“the safety and welfare of the Stawell
community.”
The ability of the EPA to be involved
has only come about since 2015

when works approvals were required
for managing stockpiles of tyres of
more than 5000 units. Prior to then,
such sites were also only subject
to planning controls and while a
Works Approval was submitted for
a pyrolysis plant, it did not ultimately
succeed due to a lack of subsequent
information.
The clean-up to date has removed
more than 2,200 tonnes of tyres
to the shredders with the EPA
presumably having to wear the cost
(likely to come out of the landfill levies)
if the overseas owners can’t be found.
The lesson from these two incidents
is that the current government will
intervene to make industry meet
what it perceives to be an acceptable
protection of human health and the
environment – “a social licence to
operate”. The re-writing of the EPA
legislation to embed a “general duty
of care” will also give the EPA a much
greater reach over all of industry.
There is an irony in all of this, as the
recycling industry is meant to achieve
better environmental outcomes by
diverting material from landfill that is
generated by the community. Even
when dealing with a community’s
detritus, the recycling industry is
going to be held responsible for
meeting both the environmental
outcomes but also community health
standards. The waste industry needs
to understand and respond to this
shift through earning the trust and
support from the communities in
which it operates.

Mark Smith
VWMA Executive Officer

WAGE GROWTH RATE BOTTOMS OUT

There are signs the rate of
wage increases in enterprise
agreements negotiated in the
road transport industry may
have bottomed out according
to research of enterprise
bargaining agreements.
For the past seven years, data has
been extracted from the EBAs that
have been lodged or awaiting approval
through the Fair Work Commission
system and it has been evident that
there has been a steady decline in
the rate of wage growth within the
transport industry.
Whilst this does not capture all
proposed EBAs as some move through

Year

February

April

the system more quickly than others,
this work is reasonably accurate and it
is apparent that a trend is emerging.
However, it should be noted that some
EBAs could affect 10 people or some in
the hundreds or even thousands, which
can obviously skew the figures.

indicative of increases agreed, but can
be confusing without knowing the base
number, although there are many
instances where the rates are 25 to 35
per cent higher than those specified in
the RTD Award at Grade 6 level.

Around 20 per cent of these EBAs,
or 10-12 examined in the table
below, might also include extra
superannuation entitlements from1 to
3 per cent above the SGC minimum.
This past year there has been the
slightest of wages growth compared
with 2016, but in each of the preceding
five years there has been a decline and
it now appears to have plateaued.

Paul Ryan

The average percentages below are

VTA Industrial Relations Advisor

June

2011

August

October

Dec

EBA
Averages

4.5%

4.2%

4.5%

4.3%

CPI#

2012

4.5%

3.8%

3.9%

3.5%

3.2%

3.8%

3.8%

1.2%

2013

4.4%

4.2%

n/a

3.3%

3.3%

3.0%

3.7%

2.4$

2014

n/a

n/a*

3.2%

3.2%

3.5%

3.2%

3.3%

3.0%

2015

3.2%

3.0%

2.8%

3.0%

3.0%

3.2%

3.0%

1.5%

2016

2.3%

2.3%

2.3%

1.4%^

1.9%

1.8%

2.0%

1.0%

2017

2.3%

2.0%

1.9%

2.4%

2.1%

2.2%

1.9%

#CPI is the weighted average of the eight capital cities from the June quarter 2011 to June quarter 2017; *introduction of new FWC web system; ^included in this
figure is a couple of EBAs based on CPI only and several with minimal or nil increases.
Unfortunately, there are three periods where no data is available but the table above gives you a reasonable summary of increases over the period from August
2011 to September 2017. In 2012, the increases were in the low to mid-4s and they have progressively decreased over time to around the mid-1s to low 2s in 2016
and then have increased slightly in 2017 to around 2.2% per annum currently, as well as going forward to 2020.
The February figures for 2018 support these numbers and also show that the FWC is taking much longer to approve EBAs. In fact, many are now in the system
for more than four months.
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GUEST COLUMNIST

TRANSPORT SECTOR GROWTH
SHOULD NOT COMPROMISE AIR
QUALITY
Victoria’s population is projected
to increase to 10 million by 2051
and Melbourne’s population will
double by 2031, which along with
transport and energy demands,
could accelerate air pollution.

Whether you drive a
B-double, take a train, bike
or walk, we all breathe the
same air. Protecting the
quality of that air, during a
period of unprecedented
population growth, will
be a significant focus for
Environment Protection
Authority Victoria (EPA) as
its new, long term strategy
seeks to prevent harm from
pollution.

Over the next few years,
investment in infrastructure to
accommodate that increased
transport movement will total
billions of dollars and, how we
manage the resulting air quality
impacts including from vehicle
emissions, will require sound
science to inform and guide long
term planning.
EPA undertook an air quality study
with CSIRO that looked at future
air quality in Victoria to 2030. The
report found that it is expected
that airshed concentrations will
increase.
Motor vehicle emissions are a

major source of urban air pollution
and managing vehicle emissions
will be important along with
dealing with commercial emissions,
domestic emissions and reducing
harm from naturally occurring
emissions created by bushfires.
We have seen a huge increase
in the numbers of vehicles on
our roads over the past 10 years,
and yet, thanks to advances in
policy, legislation and technology,
emissions attributable to vehicles
have been falling since 1990.
Overall, air quality is good. EPA’s
air monitoring stations measure
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and carbon
monoxide (CO) concentrations
which have been steadily reducing
since monitoring began. The
number of summer smog days in
Melbourne has decreased from 18
events per year down to about one
event every two years.

The question is, how do we manage
continued growth, especially
in urban populations and the
associated demands that will make
on transport needs, while also
ensuring good air quality? Growing
urbanisation and high density living
needs good management if we’re
to avoid creating health hazards
particularly where populations are
near major transport routes.
Victoria will need to be highly
vigilant around dwellings, schools,
childcare centres and aged care
facilities as we see an increase in
very young and very old over-65,
demographics who are particularly
vulnerable to air quality related
respiratory health issues.
The first step is to properly
understand the issues at hand.
EPA bases its recommendations
on scientific evidence, yet the most
recent vehicles emissions inventory
was done in 2006.
In 2006 a stocktake or inventory
of air pollution emissions found
that motor vehicles contributed the
following to air quality:
• 72 per cent of all carbon
monoxide (CO) emissions
• 70 per cent of all nitrogen oxides
(NOx) emissions
• 28 per cent of all volatile organic
compounds (VOC) emissions
• 31 per cent of all emissions of
particles smaller than 2.5 microns
(PM2.5)
• 27 per cent of all emissions of
particles smaller than 10 microns
(PM10)

Despite increases in the number of
vehicles, emissions are falling thanks to
policy, legislation, and technology.

14
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• 6 per cent of all sulfur dioxide
(SO2) emissions
Nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile

organic compounds (VOCs) can
combine to form ozone (summer
smog). Particle emissions can
build up in the air to form autumn/
winter haze in the cooler months.
Both diesel and petrol vehicles emit
particles into the air.
A new inventory will be a priority
and a major scientific input into the
creation of plans that will manage
our air quality in the future.
We can expect change but we
can’t be certain what that will be.
Urban development will play a
role, as will the trucking industry’s
investment in more modern, safer,
less polluting vehicles.
EPA Victoria has been monitoring
air quality since the 1970s. The
key pollutants currently monitored
include carbon monoxide, nitrogen
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, ozone and
particles (PM10 and PM2.5). There
have been significant reductions
in most pollutants, for example
carbon monoxide and lead (lead
has been removed from fuel and
levels are so low that monitoring is
no longer undertaken). However,
for particle pollution, there has
been little change over the past 10
years.
Health evidence indicates that
there are health effects from
exposure to these particle
pollutants at the current air
quality levels including reduced
days of living for ill people and
increased hospital admissions due
to respiratory and cardiovascular
symptoms.
For particle pollution, there is no
evidence that suggests any level
where health effects do not occur.
Clean air, water and land are
essential to the health and

lifestyle of every Victorian and our
environment. EPA has made a
promise to Victorians to become
a stronger, more modern and
better resourced organisation and
we’re committed to delivering and
by so doing, ensuring a healthy
environment for us all.
While every Victorian has a role
in protecting the environment, we
want them to know this is a more
proactive EPA that holds polluters
to account and is backed by strong
science.
We see the VTA and the trucking
industry as being a future partner
in helping us to compile and
evaluate its contribution to the
quality of the air we all breathe.
We can prevent harm through
regulatory effort, informed science
and good intelligence, and the
community is part of that. EPA
can’t achieve environmental quality
on its own. It needs everyone
to share in the responsibility for
protection of the environment.

Dr Andrea Hinwood
Chief Environmental Scientist
Environment Protection Authority
Dr Andrea Hinwood is Victoria’s first
Chief Environmental Scientist. An
Associate Professor at Edith Cowan
University and a sessional member of
the State Administrative Tribunal of
Western Australia, Dr Hinwood provides
advice to EPA’s leadership team and
other senior decision makers, including
the Minister for Environment and
Victoria’s Chief Health Officer. To read
more go to:
http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/about-us/
news-centre/news-and-updates/
news/2017/march/23/victoriasinaugural-chief-environmental-scientistannounced
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OPPOSITION LUNCH

OPPOSITION BRIEFED
ON INDUSTRY ISSUES
The VTA was privileged
to host Victorian coalition
Members of Parliament
and invited guests to an
Opposition Policy Briefing
working luncheon at the
Sofitel Melbourne On Collins.
Among the 20 attendees were
the Victorian Nationals Leader
and Shadow Minister for Regional
Development, Water and
Agriculture, Peter Walsh, and the
then Deputy Liberal Leader and
Shadow Minister for Ports and
Public Transport, David Hodgett
and Shadow Minister for Roads,
Infrastructure and Industry, Ryan
Smith, both of whom have since had
portfolio restructures.
[Mr Hodgett is now Shadow
Minister for Ports and Freight,
Shadow Minister for Roads and

Infrastructure, while Mr Smith is
Shadow Special Minister of State,
Shadow Minister for Industry,
Shadow Minister for Cost of Living].
This was the third consecutive
year the VTA has undertaken this
approach to inform the politicians
of areas affecting the transport and
logistics industry with the aim of
helping them to shape future policy
on road, rail and sea transport.
There was strong and robust
discussion throughout the two hours,
30 minutes lunch with the focus
including major road infrastructure
projects, traffic congestion reduction
to support productivity, Victoria’s
ports and channels network,
intermodel connectivity between
road, rail and sea, high productivity
freight vehicles and necessary
regional roads and bridges
upgrades.

VTA Vice-President Dennis Ryan, BW and J Ryan Pty Ltd (at rear)
provided input into the discussions during the Policy Briefing lunch.

Also, to counter the inevitable
criticism directed at heavy vehicle
movements in suburban streets due
to projects such as the Metro Tunnel,
Level Crossing Removals and City
Link Tullamarine widening, the VTA
advocated for support of a positive
awareness campaign that showed
the benefits freight operators deliver
to the community and the economy.
The VTA also indicated that
Infrastructure Victoria’s draft 30year plan does not provide detail
of major transport infrastructure
to service the growing population
outside of Melbourne and that a
plan should be prepared of current
and proposed works.

Among the key guests at the lunch were (l-r) the then Victorian Shadow Minister for Roads, Infrastructure and
Industry, Ryan Smith, Victoria International Container Terminal Chief Executive Officer, Anders Dommestrup, the
then Victorian Shadow Minister for Ports and Public Transport, David Hodgett, VTA President, Cameron Dunn, the
state Nationals Leader and Shadow Minister for Regional Development, Water and Agriculture, Peter Walsh (partly
obscured) and Head of Government Relations for the Toll Group, Royce Christie.
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The Victorian Nationals Leader and Shadow Minister for Regional
Development, Water and Agriculture, Peter Walsh (rear left) shared a
light-hearted moment with VTA Chief Executive Officer Peter Anderson as
other guests, including Jodie Freestone (foreground) mingle ahead of the
Opposition briefing lunch.

Glen Cameron (left) makes a point during the Opposition
Policy Briefing lunch as the Victorian Shadow Minister for
Roads, Infrastructure and Industry Ryan Smith looks on.

Engaged in pre-lunch discussions about the transport and
logistics industry were (l-r) VTA President Cameron Dunn, Victoria
International Container Terminal Chief Executive Officer Anders
Dommestrup and the Victorian Shadow Minister David Hodgett,
whose recently reallocated portfolios are now Ports and Freight
and Roads and Infrastructure.

Guests listen intently as various areas of the transport and logistics
industry were discussed during the Opposition Policy Briefing lunch.
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AFIA

AFIA

AFIA ACCLAMATION –
A SUPREME EVENT
More than 700 members
of the Australian freight
and logistics industry
enjoyed spectacular
entertainment and fine
dining when celebrating the
achievements of winners
and finalists of the Victorian
Transport Association
Australian Freight Industry
Awards (AFIA).
The awards, in their 28th year,
are held annually to recognise
excellence from transport
operator and supplier companies
across a range of categories,
and to celebrate the enormous
contribution the industry makes to
the national economy.
The presentation, which was
proudly sponsored by TWUSUPER
and Viva Energy Australia in the
Palladium Ballroom at Crown
Melbourne, acknowledged seven
winners from the six award
categories.
The winners were:
• Dr Hermione Parsons, Deakin
University, Personality of the Year
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Award (sponsored by the Victorian
Government Department of
Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources).
•M
 att Simmons, Rocke Brothers,
Young Achiever of the Year
Award (sponsored by Viva Energy
Australia).
• FBT Transwest, Waste & Recycling
Award (sponsored by CMV Volvo).
• Redstar Transport, Application of
Technology Award (sponsored by
Transport Certification Australia).
• Victoria International Container
Terminal, Application of
Technology Award (sponsored by
Transport Certification Australia).
•M
 etropolitan Express Transport
Services, Best Practice Safety
Award (sponsored by NTI).
• DP World Australia, Investment
in People Award (sponsored by
Logical Staffing Solutions).
The awards were presented by
VTA President Cameron Dunn and
CEO Peter Anderson along with
Treasurer Tim Pallas, representing
the Victorian Government.

A spectacular Palladium Room setting ahead of
the AFIA presentations and gala dinner.

Mr Anderson said the VTA was
again pleased to have had a
very enthusiastic response to
these awards from the industry,
as evidenced by the dozens of
applications judges assessed in
determining the winners.
“Congratulations to all the winners
and finalists on their tremendous
achievements, and for working to
continually improve the standards
of our industry which helps to make
it safer and more productive for
everyone,” he said.
“The AFIAs are always one of the
most anticipated events on the VTA
and the freight industry’s events
calendar, and our sincere thanks to
members and their guests for again
supporting the awards.”
Addressing his first AFIA
presentation as VTA President,
Mr Dunn said that it had been
a challenging year for freight
operators, and that the VTA was
working hard to obtain meaningful
outcomes for members.
“As an industry association, we
exist to service the needs of our
members, and of course advocate
for the best interests of the

industry,” Mr Dunn said.
“The VTA is pursuing many
endeavours to improve and
enhance economic, regulatory and
other conditions for operators, and
I would like to congratulate the VTA
secretariat for their achievements,
in what has been a challenging
year.
“As operators, we are well-aware
of the pressures we face from rising
costs and smaller margins. The VTA
has been strongly advocating for
conditions that help to ease these
pressures, and give operators every
chance of success.”

The AFIA Young Achiever of the Year Award winner, Matt Simmons, of Rocke Brothers, makes
his acceptance speech as (l-r) VTA CEO Peter Anderson, Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas, VTA
President Cameron Dunn and Kersten Ross, from award sponsor Viva Energy Australia, look on.

Following the awards presentation
guests were treated to a night of
high-powered entertainment from
some of Australia’s hottest acts
including singer Sarah Valentine,
entertainer Matt Hetherington and
his This is Motown and Big Band
acts, and the highly-acclaimed Mark
Seymour of Hunters and Collectors
with his band The Undertow.

This is Mowtown was the evening’s entertainment theme with
Matt Hetherington headlining the acts with his big bands.
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AFIA

AFIA

VTA Chief Executive Officer Peter Anderson
(left) welcomed special guest, Tim Pallas,
the Victorian Treasurer.

Redstar Transport Managing Director John Dixon was
delighted to accept the Application of Technology Award,
sponsored by Transport Certification Australia.

Sam Pantou, of Metropolitan Express Transport Services,
accepts the Best Practice Safety Award, sponsored by NTI.

DP World Australia Health, Safety, Security and Environment Manager, Brad Gardner at the lectern accepting the
Investment in People Award, watched by (l-r) VTA CEO Petr Anderson, Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas, VTA President
Cameron Dunn and Russell Hutchinson, representing award sponsor, Logical Staffing Solutions.

On behalf of his company, FBT Transport National Operations
Manager, Ian Davies was thrilled to accept the Waste and
Recycling Award, sponsored by CMV Volvo.
Hunters and Collectors legend Mark Seymour belts out a
number during the AFIA gala dinner and presentation.

Dr Hermione Parsons, Director for the Centre of Supply Chain and Logistics at Deakin University, addresses guests after receiving
the Personality of the Year Award, sponsored by the Victorian Government Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport
and Resources, watched by (l-r) VTA CEO Peter Anderson, Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas and VTA President Cameron Dunn.
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Victoria International Container Terminal
Landside Manager Leon Peetoom responds to
presentation of the Application of Technology
Award, as overseen by (l-r) VTA CEO Peter
Anderson and VTA President Cameron Dunn.

The team from DP World Australia celebrate the Investment In People Award.
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VTA CALENDAR

AFIA WINNERS’ LUNCH

VAWDREY DRIVERS
CONQUER COMMONWEALTH

AFIA CLASS
OF ’17 ON A HIGH

A strong compliment of
transport and logistics
industry operators
showed their varying skills
when participating in the
TWUSUPER Golf Day at
Commonwealth Golf Club.

As has become tradition,
winners of the Australian
Freight Industry Awards
and their guests were
treated to a lunch high
over Melbourne on level
89 of the Eureka Tower a
fortnight after the gala
awards presentation.

However, it was the Vawdrey Australia
team that was to the fore with the
best score in the 18-hole Ambrose
event. Represented by Luke Wilkinson,
Craig Parow, Paul Vawdrey and Steve
Fanning, the four narrowly beat the
Linfox team.
Both teams had a handicap of 8.25
with the Vawdrey group having a net
score of 53.75 to edge out the Linfox
players Gary Allen, Andrew Nathan,
Darren Bradbury and David Wood on
54.75.
Luke Wilkinson helped his partners
find the shortest way home with the
event’s nearest the pin honours on the
147 metres par-three 15th hole.
Third place honours were taken by the
Tiger Spider team of Marcus Coleman,
Craig Kitner, Martin Kelley and Damien

Matt Lecheri of TWUSUPER (left) presented the winner’s prizes to the
Vawdrey team of (l-r) Craig Parrow, Luke Wilkinson, Steve Fanning and
Paul Vawdrey with VTA CEO Peter Anderson (right) looking on.

Lee with their 55.125 score off their
8.875 handicap. Marcus also had the
competition’s nearest the pin on the
182 metres seventh hole.

22

Long driving prizes on the day were
enjoyed by John O’Keefe on the 408
metres 12th hole and Ben Allen on the
404 metres 18th hole.

Following is a list of
programmed VTA events for
2018. We encourage
members to participate.

May
09 (Wednesday)
Port Outlook 2018
MEGATRANS
Sponsor: DP World

March
18-20 (Sunday-Tuesday)
VTA State Conference
The Mantra, Lorne
Sponsor: TWUSUPER

10 (Thursday)
Ministerial Breakfast
MEGATRANS
Sponsors: Zurich Financial Services, SG Fleet
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Special thanks to the National
Transport Commission for their
sponsorship of the AFIA Winners’
Lunch and chairman David
Anderson for their valuable
support.

Winners were invited to share the
details of the award and what it
meant to win.
Guests were later invited
to participate in The Edge
experience, providing a
phenomenal view of Melbourne
from the city’s highest vantage
point.

Last place in the event with a team
handicap of 10 and totalling a score of
70 net was the Prime Creative four of
Terry Wogan, Ashley Blachford, Simon
Bell and Paul Lewin.

VTA EVENTS
CALENDAR 2018

April
20 (Friday)
VTA Women’s Lunch
Fenix, Richmond
Sponsor: TWUSUPER

The lunch proved a great
chance for winners to meet with
individual awards sponsors and
to reminisce about the night and
the circumstances of their awards.

Around 30 people gathered for
the celebratory event, including
representatives from event
sponsors TWUSUPER and Viva
Energy Australia and each of the
category sponsors.

June
26 (Tuesday)
Freight Outlook 2018
Lifeguards, Port Melbourne
Sponsors: Viva Energy Australia, Trimble, TMW
Systems, TWUSUPER

Post-event activities at the TWUSUPER
Golf Day included the guest speaking by
Golf Australia Championships Director
Trevor Herden (left), pictured with
VTA CEO Peter Anderson holding the
Australian Open trophy, the Stonehaven
Cup.

July
19 (Thursday)
New members networking evening
Emerald Hotel, South Melbourne
Sponsor: TWUSUPER
September
01 (Saturday)
Australian Freight Industry Awards
Crown Palladium
Sponsors: TWUSUPER, VIVA Energy Australia
November
Golf day date t.b.c.
Sponsor: TWUSUPER
December
07 Friday)
VTA Christmas Lunch
MCG
Sponsors: MaxiTRANS, VIVA Energy Australia

AFIA Winners’ Lunch guests were treated to The Edge
experience on Level 89 of the Eureka Tower.
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PRESIDENT’S DINNER

PRESIDENT’S DINNER
PERFECTION
Some of Australia’s most
dedicated transport and
logistics figures were
welcomed to the annual
VTA President’s Dinner,
which was again held at
the esteemed Athenaeum
Club in Melbourne.
VTA President Cameron Dunn
acknowledged the depth of
industry experience within the
function room and particularly
past and present VTA Executive
Councillors who were invited to the
special event.

the dinner’s generous sponsors
and supporters, Peter Voorhoeve
of Volvo Group and Paul Crawford
of CMV Group.
Among other guests was the
Victorian Waste Management
Association President Chris Ryan,
with whom the VTA has continued
to work closely on numerous
issues.
During his address, Cameron
Dunn reflected on the past year’s
activities within the Victorian
freight and logistics sector.

The occasion was highlighted by
the address from the then Minister
for Infrastructure and Transport,
Darren Chester, who followed
up his participation in our State
Conference and has shown an
intertest in our Association and its
functioning.

“Peter Anderson and the VTA
secretariat have continued to do
a fantastic job representing the
interests of Victorian and national
freight operators on issues that are
most impacting on our members
and our industry, with a strong
emphasis on operator productivity,
efficiency, training and education,”
Mr Dunn said.

The more than 90 guests included

“As an industry association, the

VTA exists first and foremost for
our members. I know many of
you will have heard me say that
a few times previously, and you
will continue to hear me say it
throughout my presidency.“
Mr Dunn said it has been a tough
past year for freight operators
who continue to face significant
pressures in the form of rising
operating costs, which in turn
squeezes margins even further.
He highlighted the actions
of stevedores introducing or
significantly raising infrastructure
charges that transport companies
must pay to use their terminals,
tolls charges for heavy vehicles
continuing to rise and significant
increases in energy, fuel and other
road charges heightening pressure
on operators to return a profit.
He said the VTA has been vocal
in seeking fairness and equity
for the setting of tolls for heavy

Peter Anderson addressed guests.

vehicles and that the Association
is very pleased that the Victorian
Government has announced
financial incentives to operators
using the proposed West Gate
Tunnel.
“These incentives – in the form
of multi-user discounts and caps
on tolls for repeated daily use
– came about after concerted
lobbying by the VTA, as well as
cordial discussions with resident
groups in the inner west, all geared
toward striking the right balance
between the productivity needs of
operators, and amenity concerns
of residents living near the port,” Mr
Dunn said.
“Elsewhere, we’ve had significant
wins, and have helped to influence
policy development and change,
that will positively impact the
industry. The VTA’s priority
infrastructure project for Victoria –
the North-East Link – is on track to
be put to voters at the next state
election, where it more likely than
not will receive bi-partisan support.

Esteemed guests at the VTA President's Dinner included (l-r) Bruce Holmes, Craig Holland, Ian Furphy, Cam Emerson, Peter Anderson,
host Cameron Dunn, Philip Lovel, Paul Ryan, David Muir, Andrew Eastick and Kevin Halpin.
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‘Similarly, we’ve had enormous
input into Transurban’s
Environmental Effects Statement
for the West Gate Tunnel to
ensure that project caters for
heavy vehicles from both a
design, engineering and pricing
perspective.

Pre-dinner drinks were enjoyed by (l-r) Frank Sandy, Robert Adams,
Philip Lovel AM , Dennis Ryan, and Rebecca Beling.
The VTA President’s Dinner guests included (l-r)
Cameron Murphy, Greg Chisholm and Jodie Freestone.

“Other infrastructure projects we’ve
campaigned actively on include
the Murray Basin Rail Project,
the Western Interstate Freight
Terminal, and Port Rail Shuttle
access at the Port of Melbourne.”
He said that the Association
has also articulated its position
on a range of key issues
under consideration by the
Commonwealth and Victorian
Government and their agencies,
with submissions made in relation
to:
• the national freight and supply
chain strategy
• the location of the second Port for
Melbourne

• the Owner Drivers and Forestry
Act
• Amendments to Australian Road
Rules, and
• Performance Based Standards
(PBS) Scheme
Mr Dunn said a major VTA activity
is the implementation of new
training programs, funded by the
Victorian Government, whose $1
million contribution is helping to
attract new drivers to the industry,
and educating new and existing
transport workers about supply
chain logistics.
The evening culminated with
the presentation of the W.F.D.
Chalmers Award.

• the West Gate Tunnel and NorthEast Link
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PRESIDENT’S DINNER

W.F.D. CHALMERS AWARD

PAUL RYAN HONOURED WITH
W.F.D. CHALMERS AWARD
The Victorian Transport
Association has presented
Paul Ryan with one of its
highest accolades, the
W.F.D. Chalmers Award.

Paul Crawford, Joint Managing Director, CMV
Group, was one of the co-sponsors to address
the dinner guests.

Brendan Hopley (left) joined (second l-r) current and former VTA CEOs Peter Anderson
and Philip Lovel and guests Trevor Martyn and Craig Holland.

Appreciating the fellowship of the evening were (l-r)
Caroline Taylor, Chris Pearce and Deborah Hogg.

The award was announced at
the VTA’s President’s Dinner
at Melbourne’s Athenaeum
Club in front of an audience
of senior leaders from the
Victorian and national transport
industry, Including then Federal
Infrastructure & Transport Minister
Darren Chester and VTA President
Cameron Dunn.
Presented in memory of Daryl
Chalmers, who sat on the VTA’s
executive council for more than 40
years and with 30 of these as a
life member, the award recognises
services to the transport and
logistics industry in support of the
VTA and its members.

Preparing to announce the W.F.D. Chalmers Award winner were (l-r)
Peter Anderson, Gary Chalmers and Cameron Dunn.

“Paul has been a strong advocate
for both the VTA and the transport
industry in general for decades and
we’re thrilled to be able to honour
his tireless work with this award,”

VTA CEO Peter Anderson said.
“A passionate supporter of the VTA,
Paul has worked hard to assist VTA
members and others in the industry
to navigate the complex industrial
relations framework that operators
are required to comply with.
“As a board member of industry
fund TWUSUPER, Paul has also
devoted significant time and effort
into helping transport workers to
ensure they are able to have a
dignified retirement.

VTA President Cameron Dunn, welcomed
co-sponsor Peter Voorhoeve, President & CEO,
Volvo Australia, to the head table.

“We congratulate Paul for the many
achievements and accomplishments
he has made over a decorated
career working in transport,” Mr
Anderson said.

Then Minister for Infrastructure and
Transport Darren Chester.
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Seated and ready to hear from the night's speakers were (l-r)
Cam Emerson, Paul Ryan and Ian Furphy.

W.F.D. Chalmers Award recipient Paul Ryan was thrilled to see his name on the honour board.

Paul Ryan (centre) was congratulated
by Brendan Hopley (left) and David
Muir (right) following the presentation
of the W.F.D. Chalmers Award.
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WORRELLS

FLEETMARK

KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF MY ASSETS

BRANDING SOLUTIONS
WITH SIGNS OF VALUE

By far, the most common
reason why businesses
fail in Australia is poor
management and it is
certainly no different in
the transport and logistics
sector.

Over the past 24 years of
Fleetmark’s (FM) young
history we have witnessed
unprecedented change
in the transport sector.
In order for FM to remain
an industry leader and
continue to generate
growth in a very niche
space, the challenge for
our business is to continue
to invest in research and
new products and services
that brings greater value
to the transport sector.
We continue to broaden
our customer focus within
our core competencies
combined with geographical
expansion into new
territories.

From our experience, many
directors are completely oblivious of
their obligations and duties, thinking
only of what they will make from the
successes of their new enterprise.
They do not consider the downside
or risk, particularly their personal
exposure, should things go wrong.
The cold hard reality is company
directors face many and varied
potential risks.
It is imperative that when
companies are facing financial
challenges, the directors seek
proper advice to fully understand
the available options as well as
the potential ramifications against
them personally. If severe enough,
it will lead to the likely bankruptcy
of the directors. We often hear the
line ‘had I known that, I would have
looked at different options’.
The most common risks directors
face are personal guarantees
(which may include charging clauses
over property), secured creditor
claims (which generally have been
personally guaranteed), director
loan accounts, personal liability for
unpaid PAYG withholding tax and
superannuation, insolvent trading
and other potential claims that can
be pursued by a liquidator.
So, what is the impact when a
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director does become exposed to
personal liability as a result of the
failure of their company? Part of the
answer to that question depends on
whether, and how well, the director
has structured their personal affairs
from an asset protection planning
perspective, with that potential
outcome in mind.

tips on protecting your hard-earned
wealth:
• Know and understand how your
business structure works – ensure
you have a strong financial
discipline about how the structure
is administered to avoid the
benefits of the structure being
exposed.

It is imperative that when companies are facing
financial challenges, the directors seek proper
advice to fully understand the available options
as well as the potential ramifications against
them personally.
To many people, asset protection is
about separating adverse risk from
a person’s assets – this means still
being able to have some control
over those assets even though the
person does not legally own them,
so if they are sued those assets
won’t be available to creditors or a
bankruptcy trustee.
In any asset protection strategy,
the first thing often considered is
the cost. Perhaps the question to
ask yourself is ‘what is the potential
cost of not planning for asset
protection?’. The answer to that is
simple - you could very well lose
everything. In that sense, an asset
protection strategy is much like an
insurance policy, although most
of the cost will be incurred at the
beginning of the process.
Here are some simple, but effective

• Carefully read and understand
all contractual documentation
(such as terms of loans, lease and
supply agreements, etc.), negotiate
before agreeing to anything and
importantly remember to seek
advice from your accountant or
lawyer.
• Limit any personal guarantees
– keep a register and put a
maximum limit on any guarantee
given.
• Never own assets – transfer any
assets you do own as soon as
possible (and before taking on any
potential risk). Ensure any assets
are transferred for market value
(to minimise the risk of the transfer
being set aside at a later date by a
bankruptcy trustee).

Ivan Glavas
Partner, Worrells

Within our core business, the
expansion of services and facilities
in Queensland and New South
Wales is now well established and
translates to a complete end to
end-supported eastern seaboard
fleet painting, printing, and decalling
solution without contracting or
outsourcing.
This in turn provides greater
levels of control in national pricing
structures and consistency with
all of FM’s products and services.
Our national presence enables FM
to undertake consistent national
branding tasks as a seamless
solution.
Our investment in China operations

over the past five years has also
been an important strategy for
our commercial signage solutions
and general supply chain. Headed
by Dale May, we have met the
challenges of manufacturing
off-shore to maintain consistent
and competitive products. Dale
is currently managing one of our
biggest off-shore projects with a
large retail rebrand. Significant
components of this assignment will
be supplied directly to the client
from Fleetmark Pacific.
Answering the demands of the
growing trends in rigid body market
through e-commerce/ parcel
delivery expansion, we were first
to market with the innovative
buckleless curtain we branded
Pronto. This eliminated a reliance on
hydraulic or pneumatic actuators
and hooks to secure the curtain,
removing massive downtime in the
loading and unloading demurrage
times at distribution points,
translating in real measurable dollar
savings to our customer base.
We recently attended the Toll
future logistic conference where we
supported the event with some of
our latest LED signage technology.
With presentations from supply
chain partners like Mercedes Benz
the future disruption to the vehicle
industry dynamics was clear.
Decentralised distribution, smaller
vehicles, autonomous and drone
delivery technologies are a snapshot
of things to come. I regularly
contemplate ‘What will our industry
look like in five or 10 years, how can

we best support our customers
through the inevitable disruption
and changes coming our way an
how do we ensure that we are best
positioned to support our customers
through this time of disruption?.’
The introduction of LED technology
in the Fleetmark business was a
response to the changing landscape
of traditional 2D printing domain in
indoor/outdoor spaces like events,
billboard, sporting arenas and
shopping centres.
Understanding that these trends
need to be incorporated into our
vision and future state has driven
us to develop solutions for some
major retail clients like Country Road
and David Jones, nationally. Last
year, the Fleetmark Group General
Manager Stuart Farrow spoke at
the VTA conference about this new
technology and how we might see
the evolution of it into the vehicle
space in the not too distant future.
To imagine selling that space to the
outdoor market and generating
more revenue for the transport
operator than the freight task itself
is an interesting concept.
So, we will continue to work hard
and invest in research and new
technologies to bring the best the
world has to offer to our clients,
‘solutions that add real measurable
value to our customers’.
Combining this with a continued and
growing focus on our culture and
values will be essential in delivering
this promise.

Dean Coates
Director, Fleetmark
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BARKER TRAILERS

MEMBER PROFILE – CVT

BARKER TRAILERS SUPPORTING
INDUSTRY’S FUTURE
Committed to its role as
a key player in the local
transport industry, Barker
Trailers is not only focussed
on manufacturing quality
trailers, but is committed to
the depth and future of the
industry.

CVT Managing Director Rod Brown
has drawn on his 40 years’ experience
in the heavy and bulk road transport
industry to articulate his desire for
major improvements.

The VTA Logistics Cadetship is a
two-year program which has young
people aged 18-25 employed
fulltime with transport and logistics
companies while they study for
a Certificate IV in Logistics and a
Diploma of Logistics.

Simon Meadows said.

“This is a great program, dedicated
to bringing young people into
the industry, with support and
mentoring to establish a strong
platform to an ongoing career in
a fantastic industry”, Barker CEO

“We’re extremely proud to offer our
support, presenting cadets with
exposure to sales, engineering,
design, production, quality systems,
and the drive of people, culture, and
safety”.

Simon Meadows and Rod Cunningham.

Barker Trailers has opened its
doors to VTA Cadets to gain
firsthand exposure to the insights,
challenges, and achievements
within the manufacturing space that
is so pivotal to the industry – and
the understanding of the cadets
themselves.
“The Barker association to the VTA
is important, because essentially,
we are all working together to
enhance and drive an industry that
achieves so much, and it is critical
to present depth and experience to
our customers and end-users”, said
Rod Cunningham, Barker Trailers
GM Sales & Marketing.

Barker Trailers has been servicing the industry for 44 years.
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While politicians and road
safety experts prioritise
suburban road infrastructure
projects to ease traffic
congestion and improve
freight movements for heavy
vehicle operators, they
appear to have ignored the
development of rural road
networks.
One of the state’s most prominent
transport businesses, the
Maryborough based Central Victorian
Transporters (CVT), has been an
advocate of improvements to freeway
accessibility for heavy vehicles using
our country roads.

Established 44 years ago, Barker
Trailers is seeking to enhance the
broad experience required of those
across the Australian transport
market, sharing its expertise with
participants of the VTA Logistics
Cadet Program.
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RINGED RURAL ROADS PIPEDREAM

Barker Trailers has great depth
and history, and is investing heavily
in people for the future as it
experiences significant demand and
growth, in-particular with the newly
released Iconic Quick Curtainsider
range, and the highly respected
Chip Bins, Vans, and Walking Floor
range among its broad offering.

“It has been my dream for many
years to see a central Victorian ring
road that would start at Geelong, go
through Ballarat (the North South
Bypass), to Avoca and Maryborough
then to the north of Bendigo (East
West Bypass) and through to Violet
Town,” Rod said.
“This would link all of the western
Victorian highways and freeways and
relieve Melbourne roads of traffic
that should not ideally be using the
city infrastructure. If it ever came into
being, you could drive from Melton
to the M80 and all the highways and
freeways from Adelaide to the Hume
and Bendigo would have ring or joining
roads.
“As it stands, any south-western
traffic goes in to Melbourne to use the
Metropolitan Ring Road and exit onto
the Hume Highway.
“I would urge all politicians to think
of rural Victoria and development
away from the sprawling suburbia
of Melbourne. These improvements
would create better traffic flow,
quicker travel times, lessen the carbon

A new Central Victorian Transporters B-double tanker
set is steered along a Victorian country route.

emissions and develop rural growth
opportunities. It ticks all the boxes.”
CVT is a major user of Australian
roads with regular services between
Adelaide, Melbourne, Ballarat,
Bendigo, Maryborough and
surrounding central Victorian areas.
Since 1976, CVT has been heavily
involved in cement transport, initially
transporting one tonne bulk bags from
Adelaide into Maryborough and later a
combination of bulk bags and tippers.
Within 12 months storage silos were
erected and CVT continues to utilise
this process of transporting powder
products from manufacturers to silos
and onwards to client destinations.
It operates 18 heavy vehicles from
rigid to B-double combinations with
bulk pneumatic tankers operating
within Victorian South Australia, New
South Wales and Queensland and
three tipper dog combinations on the
road in Victoria and South Australia.
It uses the KW, Western Star,
Freightliner, Iveco and MAN brands.
CVT has developed a strong
relationship with Epping (Victoria)
based Convair Engineering as its
preferred supplier of bulk pneumatic
tankers and was the recipient of the
company’s first tanker when built in
1993.
“It was the first of its type, featuring
new vessel and frame designs,” Rod
said.
“It was dubbed ‘numero uno’ and was
personally delivered by the company’s

founding Managing Director, Robert
Fairweather. A corporate relationship
evolved with the greatest of support
from current Convair General
Manager Peter Swann and Sales
Manager Geordie Fairweather.
“Recently, we had the privilege of
buying from its Epping factory a new
Australian designed steel B-double
tanker set of low tare weight and
innovation to meet challenges from
imported tankers.”
Rod said that partnerships are earnt
and respected and this continues
between the two businesses and staff.
There is also a mutual respect
among CVT’s 23 employees and
management and a healthy life
balance of work and family is
encouraged. Safety and Compliance
Manager Amanda Parkinson ensures
that drivers and operations meet the
company’s legal obligations.
CVT’s safety record has also been
acknowledged with a 25-year award
from Zurich in 2014. RSM Insurance
Brokers headed by Bruce Richards has
been a part of its success since 1981
and it has been a partnership of trust
and value.
Rod sees a road transport future
that will transition to electric vehicles,
hydrogen, electric boosters to diesel
powered prime movers and LNG
options.
It is his dream that these vehicles will
be traversing the country on newlyconstructed ring roads.
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To run a successful organisation, you need the right
support. Like a partner who challenges conventional
thinking to give you the edge. At Optus, we team
up with best-of-breed suppliers to provide tailored
solutions for freight, distribution, and logistics
clients covering everything from mobility to the next
generation networks. So,whatever your business goals,
talk to our team. We’ll work behind the scenes to help
you stay out in front.
For assistance on any of your telecommunications
needs, please contact
Rick Pearce at rick.pearce@optus.com.au

TWUSUPER has been the Industry Super Fund for
people in transport and logistics since 1984, and as a
SuperStream-compliant fund, can help you meet your
super obligations. EmployerAccess and our secure
employer website provides fee-free administration
and flexible payment options for your employees’
super contributions. This includes an online clearing
house which lets you to make super payments for all
your employees, no matter which fund they belong
to. Combined with an experienced Employer Service
team to help you with day-to-day enquiries (and make
site visits to most locations), using TWUSUPER as your
business’s default super fund makes perfect sense.

Stocking some of the Australia and New Zealand’s
biggest names in transport equipment – Freighter,
Maxi-CUBE, Lusty EMS, Hamelex White, AZMEB and
Peki – MaxiTRANS is your first stop when you’re in
the market for a trailer.

Contact 1800 241 877 or John Cotter on 03 9635 5969.
www.twusuper.com.au

Whether you’re after a new, used or rental trailer,
call MaxiTRANS. We are the company with the
knowledge and understanding to help you make
the right choice.

[Please consider the Product Disclosure Statement before you make an
investment decision (which you can obtain using these contact details). TWU
Nominees Pty Ltd ABN 67 002 835 412 is the trustee of TWU Super Fund ABN
77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it].

Shell is extremely proud to have been part of
commercial road transport’s (CRT) remarkable
journey over more than 100 years and is looking
forward to being an integral part of the CRT
Industry into the future.
At Shell, it’s about developing enduring
partnerships with its customers. The nationally
based lubricants, bulk fuels and Shell Card
specialists are geared to do just that. Its
commitment to provide superior account
management and technical support really sets
it apart from the competition. Plus it has quality
products to make the difference real.
Contact Mairead Hayes on 03 8823 3761
Email: mairead.hayes@vivaenergy.com.au
www.vivaenergy.com.au
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CMV Truck & Bus has five dealerships located in Victoria,
selling new and used Mack, UD Trucks and Volvo Trucks
and Volvo Buses, as well as CMV Finance, CMV Fleet
Leasing, CMV Fleet Management, CMV AdBlue®, service,
repair, warranty, parts and VicRoads services for new and
used trucks and buses.
CMV Truck & Bus is a division of the CMV Group, a
privately owned South Australian-based company
established in 1934. A third generation family owned
organisation, the CMV Group has grown from a staff
of five to employing more than 1,260 people, with
substantial operations in South Australia, Victoria
and Tasmania and an annual turnover in excess of $1
billion. CMV has more than 80 years’ experience in a
variety of markets including Australia’s automotive,
commercial and agricultural industries.
Contact Charles Bunker-Smith 03 9931 6000 or
cbunkersmith@cmv.com.au
www.cmvtb.com.au

Whether you’re after a tautliner, semi, skel,
refrigerated van, dry freight van, tipper, rigid
body… you name it, MaxiTRANS can assist.
The extensive MaxiTRANS Dealer Network,
complemented by 19 MaxiPARTS retail stores,
means parts and service support is never far away.

The RSM Group is a licensed General Insurance
Broker founded in Victoria in 1983.
With a focus on Transport and Logistics, RSM has
evolved into one of Australia’s most dynamic
independent insurance broking houses in
the industry. As a VTA Alliance Partner for
more than 10 years, RSM has a vast and in
depth understanding of the issues with which
members are continually confronted. RSM is
an enthusiastic professional team with a wide
range of specialised industry knowledge that
ensures you get the best advice on all your
insurance and risk related inquiries.
Contact Greg Young on 1300 786 806 to see
how RSM can help you.

Phone 03 8368 1100 or visit
www.maxitrans.com to find your nearest dealer.

3M has been providing innovative safety solutions
to the commercial vehicle industry worldwide
for more than 100 years. The 3M Traffic Safety
Systems Division focuses specifically on keeping
people safer by improving visibility of signs,
hazards, vehicles and people – on the road, in the
workplace and the general community. 3M’s range
of Diamond Grade and High Visibility Reflective
Tapes are used worldwide to deliver outstanding,
continuous, improved safety and visibility of
commercial vehicles and trailers, in all conditions,
even when they are not in use.
Contact 136 136
Email: 3MCVSolutionsANZ@mmm.com
www.3Mreflective.com.au

Zurich is recognised as an experienced market leader
in road haulage transport fleet insurance. It offers a
comprehensive motor fleet insurance product that allows
you to protect your business vehicles.
Its range of insurance covers can be customised to meet
the needs of fleet businesses. It can also provide market
leading insurance solutions for your marine and liability
needs.
With extensive experience in writing transportation
accounts and a team of underwriters and risk engineers
dedicated to serving our trucking and commercial auto
customers, Zurich is the transportation industry’s first
choice for complete, customised insurance and risk
engineering solutions.
To discover the security that Zurich Motor Fleet
Insurance can offer your business, contact Matthew
Lillingston on 03 9940 6550
Email: matthew.lillingston@zurich.com.au
www.zurich.com.au
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We partner with best-of-breed software
applications to enable growth, increase
revenue, reduce costs and re-invest in
innovation either as a cloud stack of
products, a mix of cloud and on-premise or
on-premise solutions.
Contact 03 9020 7830
Email info@acquumconsulting.com.au

We’re proud to be a vital part of
the transport supply chain and the
economic development of Australia.
We are unashamed champions of rail
as a cost efficient, reliable, safe and
responsible mode of transport.
Across five states we manage and
maintain an 8,500km rail network.
We’ve invested billions of dollars to
build, extend and upgrade our network
to get freight off the road and onto
rail. We work with rail operators to
provide access to rail for businesses and
producers across Australia. If you need
to move large volumes of freight, we
can help you do it, from fresh produce
to coal and timber to aggregates. We
manage the seamless, safe transit of
hundreds of freight and passenger trains
across our network every day. We are
committed to the health and safety of
our people, the environment and the
communities.

Artcraft is an all Australian company with
more than 50 years’ experience in traffic
control equipment and signs. With high
quality products and a commitment to
serving our customers Artcraft has grown
to become an Australian market leader,
with major manufacturing facilities in
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Townsville
and Adelaide.
In addition to the broad range of
products appearing in its catalogue,
Artcraft will custom make signs to your
own designs and specifications. Our staff
are happy to help with any requirements,
no matter how small or large, from the
concept stage to installation.
Contact 03 8762 8900
www.artcraft.com.au

Contact Richard Galbraith at
rgalbraith@artc.com.au
www.artc.com.au

BM Tronics is a Telstra Specialist Partner
and the only Platinum Dealer forTeletrac
Navman in Victoria. For more than 25
years, BM Tronics has been helping
businesses optimise their operations
with the development of innovative
communications and fleet management
solutions.
Contact 1300 437 348
www.bmtronics.com.au

Many of our products are designed
and built right here in Australia to our
continent’s extreme climate and harsh
conditions. Century Yuasa is also the
partner of many leading OEMs (passenger
& commercial) and can offer a tailored
solution to the battery needs of any fleet
of vehicles, trucks or industrial equipment.
visit www.centurybatteries.com.au
Key areas of interest for you and your
members may be:
www.centurybatteries.com.au/products/
truck,-bus-heavy-equipment – Our full
range of Truck Batteries
www.centurybatteries.com.au/resources/
battery-finder/product/battery/n70zzhx/
info – The battery we specifically designed
based on the requirements from CMV
Volvo & Customer Trials
www.centurybatteries.com.au/about-us/
battery-recycling
www.centurybatteries.com.au/products/
century-yu-fit
For further information contact Jason
Hill on 0427 040 657 or
Jason.Hill@cyb.com.au”
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DP World Australia is the leading
container terminal stevedore in the
country. The company has a dedicated
and professional team of more than
2000 people who operate marine
ports in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane
and Fremantle. The company has a
customer-centric approach which
drives it to constantly invest in terminal
infrastructure, facilities and people to
provide superior quality services to its
valued customers.
DP World Australia is part of the DP
World global network, which ranks as
one of the largest container stevedoring
businesses globally with 28,000 people
serving its customers around the world.
It has a portfolio of more than 65 marine
terminals across six continents, with a
pipeline of developments and expansion
underway in Australia, India, Africa,
Europe, South America and the Middle
East, taking its capacity to more than 100
million TEU by 2020.
Contact 02 9270 8800
Email: sro.reception@dpworld.com.au

With more than 38 years’ experience in the
driver training market, DECA is regarded
as Australia’s leading post-licence driver
training provider. As a division of Wodonga
TAFE, we offer seamless, collaborative
delivery of complete driver training
programs.
DECA delivers world class, post-licence
programs in unison with Wodonga TAFE’s
innovative resources and comprehensive
solutions packaging. Innovative learning
solutions provide DECA clients with flexible,
customised training opportunities across
Australia that emphasise improvements in
driver safety, efficiency and environmental
footprint.
Our success comes from years of experience
in turning drivers into professional drivers.
This not only sees our clients achieve
positive cost and efficiency outcomes,
but can significantly heighten the driving
culture across an entire workforce.
Contact Brendan Tenison-Woods at
btenisonwoods@wodongatafe.com.au
www.deca.com.au

Gallagher Bassett (GB) is the leading
Workers Compensation Agent in Victoria
boasting expertise and experience.
GB focuses on providing exceptional
quality claims management service and
customer service delivery. It measures its
success by its clients’ success:
fewer claims, lower claim costs, more
efficient claims administration and
improved customer experience.
It has experienced staff for the
management and administration of
VTA members’ workers compensation
as GB has a number of large logistics
companies.
We are the only agent authorised in
Victoria, New South Wales and South
Australia.
Contact Barry Oliver, BDM, on
0407 515 893
Email: barry_oliver@gbtpa.com.au

Fleet Effect offers the leading paperless
Chain of Responsibility (CoR) solution
including NHVAS fatigue, maintenance and
mass management.
The technology also addresses operational
and compliance productivity through
streamlining business processes.
With approximately 100,000 pieces of
paper managed for every 100 drivers the
cost of shuffling, auditing and filing paper
requires at least three FTE staff per annum.
There is little wonder that technology
appears the most obvious response.
Fleet Effect provides a mobile and
cloud-based system that is available on
PCs, tablets or any smartphone to maximise
the reliability and reduce the total cost
of ownership of our Argus-Hermes
compliance and productivity solution.
Their cloud solution is delivered through
one of Australia’s most reliable providers,
Telstra, from its state-of-the-art facility in
Melbourne, Australia.
Learn more and get in contact via
www.fleeteffect.com.

Gallagher is one of Australia’s – and
the world’s – largest insurance broking
and risk management companies
with significant expertise in providing
insurance solutions to the transport
industry.
Whether you operate a large fleet,
transport dangerous goods, or are
an owner driver looking to grow, our
relationships with leading national and
international insurers mean we are able
to position you to financially survive any
insurable event.
To find out more about how Gallagher
can help your business, please contact
Gallagher’s Brendon Kropp on
0408 550 542 or email him directly.

The Fleetmark Group provides innovative
branding solutions incorporating the
latest technologies in wide format digital
print, PVC fabrication, traditional painting
and sign writing, installation and service
capabilities nationwide through our three
Australian facilities (Victoria, New South
Wales and Queensland).
With more than 20 years’ experience
serving the Australian market, we have the
expertise needed to successfully deliver
large rebranding projects. Whether it
be working with our customers’ existing
style guides or creating new style guides
through our experienced design team,
Fleetmark will provide effective project
management and brand consistency
nationwide. Our success is driven by the
mutual respect of our employees and our
customers.
Fleetmark works closely with its key
suppliers to ensure we keep abreast of the
latest technologies and deliver innovation
and performance to our chosen markets.
Contact 03 8792 0000
www.fleetmark.com.au

For more than 20 years, GraysOnline has
been providing specialist services to the
Australian transport industry. As part of
Grays e-Commerce Group, Australia’s
largest listed eCommerce company, we
have offices around Australia and a team
of industry experts, qualified valuers and
auctioneers who provide expertise in
valuing transport and related assets and
managing total project solutions for the
realisation of trucks, trailers and related
equipment.
Over the years, we have acted for many of
Australia’s major transport corporations, as
well as a wide range of private operators,
contractors, lease hire companies, leading
insolvency practitioners and financiers.
We offer a wide range of disposal options
including private treaty negotiations,
tenders, online auctions via www.
graysonline.com or traditional on-site
auctions.
Contact Kevin Brunt on 0458 706 076
(kevin.brunt@grays.com.au) or
Mark Respondek on 0439 383 095
(mark.respondek@grays.com.au)
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Backed by JOST Werke – our European
parent company – and supported by JOST
facilities in dozens of locations around
the world, JOST Australia is a leading
supplier in the transport industry, providing
a comprehensive range of advanced
technology transport components. With
access to international markets, JOST
Australia continually monitors the heavy
transport industry for new developments,
ensuring JOST remains at the forefront
of Australian transport technology. All of
JOST’s Australian operations are geared
to the needs of the local market, with a
comprehensive product range tailored
to suit local transport applications and
environmental conditions.
JOST Australia will continue to bring to
the Australian market a level and quality
of service unsurpassed by competitors. We
are continually searching for innovative
products from across the globe to continue
to offer the right solution, whatever the
application.

KHQ Lawyers was founded in March 2006
by two lawyers from top-tier and in-house
backgrounds who believed ‘boutique’
meant nimble, responsive and modern.
We still hold this belief dear today.
While relatively young in approach and
outlook, we have built a solid reputation as
a strong team of talented practitioners from
top-tier and in-house environments. We
are proud to be the boutique firm of choice
for a prestigious list of ASX-listed and
multinational clients across Australia. Our
diverse client base also includes high net
worth individuals, SMEs, and niche agencies
and consultancies.
Our teams are led by highly respected
practitioners, many of whom have been
recognised as among the best in their
fields. We focus on getting to know our
clients, and tailoring our delivery to their
needs.
KHQ’s passion and dedication to high
quality service delivery is at the core of
everything we do.

Contact 03 8368 8222
www.jostaustralia.com.au

Contact 03 9663 9877
www.khq.com.au

Logical Staffing Solutions is a specialist
provider of Labour Hire Services,
providing casual on-hire labour and
permanent recruitment in: Transport,
Professional Transport Drivers, Logistics,
Distribution/ Warehouse Light
Industrial, Manufacturing/ Production
Administration and Management and
Office Support/Management.
Contact Russell Hutchinson on
03 9369 1977
www.logicalstaffing.com.au

Neptune Managed Services is a
professional ICT services company
delivering comprehensive outsourced IT
& communications solutions.
We provide specialised advice and
consulting, project management and
outsourced professional services,
a National Service Desk, a National
Response Centre, security infrastructure,
audit compliance, validation services,
and cloud and data centre solutions. We
have grown significantly to meet the
ever-increasing demand for IT support
and, in particular, rapid response and
remediation. Neptune’s flexible offerings
are uniquely tailored to each customer
and are supported by our experienced
and accredited system and network
engineers at our National Service Desk.
Contact Geoff Bentley on 0408 991 641
Email: gbentley@neptuneservices.
com.au
www.neptuneservices.com.au
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Logical Executive Solutions focuses
exclusively on the selection and placement
of senior professionals, primarily at
management, middle and senior executive
levels.
It maintains a dedicated focus on executive
and management appointments and is
committed to enhancing the quality and
effectiveness of recruitment services to the
Transport and Logistics sector.
Contact Caroline Taylor on 03 8620 2807
www.logicalexecutive.com.au
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Thorn Business Finance provides
commercial finance solutions across
Australia, providing flexible access to cash
and capital that drives business growth.
We provide equipment finance for new
and used business assets, from trucks and
trailers, to yellow goods and tools. Flexible
and fast, we know what your equipment
means to your business.
Our debtor finance products can
dramatically boost business cash flow
and free up capital for reinvestment and
expansion. Unlock the funds tied up in
your debtors ledger, and effectively turn all
of your customers into ‘cash’ customers.
Whether you’re a sole trader with a single
truck or a national company with a large
fleet, talk to us today about how we can
help you.
Contact Grant Dickson on 0488 900 680,
Grant.Dickson@thorn.com.au
www.ThornBusinessFinance.com.au

Over the past 45 years, change has been
constant in heavy motor insurance.
The vehicles and equipment our customers
rely on have become safer, faster and
cleaner. The cargoes they carry are now
more delicate and time sensitive than ever
before.
At NTI, we’ve always been successful in
finding new ways to keep our customers
moving.
Today, we offer premium specialist
insurance products designed to protect
Australian businesses and families.
Businesses and families just like yours.
Contact Owen Driscoll on 07 3292 9858
Email owendriscoll@nti.com.au

The Safety Tracker application is an
easy-to-use smart device app and
cloud-based software application that
automates some components of the
capturing, reporting and the tracking
of internal workplace health and safety
(WHS), and quality data.
The smart device app. acts as a gateway
to the cloud-based software and allows
workplace incidents, hazard and quality
non-conformances, including photographs
and GPS data, to be initially captured on
a smart device and then uploaded to the
cloud-based software.
Ultimately, the Safety Tracker application
improves the efficiency of WHS and quality
management, reduces costs associated
with poor WHS and quality management,
and helps create a safer workplace.
Contact 1300 367 049
Email: enquiries@safetytracker.net.au
www.safetytracker.net.au

Prime Creative Media is Australia’s
largest business-to-business publisher,
specialising in integrated marketing
communications in high-growth
industries.
Our magazines, websites and events
help connect, inform and grow the
commercial road transportation, mining
and manufacturing, food & beverage, and
education sectors.
Prime Creative Media provides industry
best, multi-channel communication
platforms. We help our clients
communicate and connect with decision
makers in key industries. Our mediums
provide advanced market knowledge and
intelligence; acting as trusted advisors to
the sectors we serve.
Contact 03 9690 8766
www.primecreativemedia.com.au

sgfleet is an industry leader in asset
management and fleet leasing solutions
with more than 25 years of experience and
80,000 units under management.
Services include:
Finance, novated and operating leases.
Fleet management support.
Funding options cover the broad spectrum
of: Passenger cars and light commercials
Trucks, trailers and ancillaries, earthmoving
Sgfleet’s whole of life management
incorporates:
Funding, maintenance &repairs,
breakdowns, real time data logging,
registrations, tolls and infringements.
Operating Lease has compelling benefits
including:
Fixed payments, flexible lease options and
improved cash flow
Off balance sheet reporting with tax
deductible rental payments
Competitive equipment purchasing with
no risk asset sale.
Contact Cameron McClure on
03 8480 1300
Email: cmcclure@sgfleet.com
www.sgfleet.com

SAF-HOLLAND has been in business for
nearly 100 years. Although acquisition
and mergers have changed the names
over the past 20 years, our products and
history are tied to historical names such
as Holland Hitch, Binkley, Neway and
more recently, The Holland Group. Today
as SAF-HOLLAND, we are an international
company with products in every corner of
the world. Our customer can be assured
that we will continue to evolve our
business so that we can best serve them in
the most efficient customer focus manner
with the best products and services
possible.
SAF-HOLLAND specializes in coupling,
lifting, and suspension systems for trucks,
buses, tractors, and trailers. SAF-HOLLAND
products are sold and serviced under the
SAF and Holland brand names from more
than 4,600 distributor and OEM locations
around the world.
Contact 03 9743 6799
www.safholland.com.au

TCA is the Australian government
body responsible for providing advice,
accreditation and administration services
for public purpose initiatives involving the
use of telematics and related intelligent
technologies. We are a ‘cross-cutting’
organisation which works across different
policy streams, surface transport modes,
and government and industry sectors. We
perform a critical role in supporting the
appropriate adoption of telematics and
related intelligent technologies – from
a whole-of-government perspective –
limiting the potential for governments and
policy makers from pursuing initiatives
which can: delay progress; create
duplication; multiply costs; contribute to
a fragmented approach to telematics and
related intelligent technologies.
We are governed by a Board of Directors,
consisting of senior representatives
from road and transport agencies of
the Commonwealth, State and Territory
Governments, and an independent
Chairperson.
Contact 03 8601 4600
Email tca@tca.gov.au, www.tca.gov.au
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The Drug Detection Agency (TDDA) started
in 2005, and was conceived in order to
supply a specialised service to companies
that were conducting workplace drug and
alcohol testing or looking at doing so within
their own organisation.
We are the only New Zealand and Australian
drug testing provider to have received
accreditation from both IANZ and NATA
respectively for both AS/NZS 4308:2008
(NZ, Aus) and AS 4760-2006 (Aus) drug
testing Standards. TDDA now comprises
40 branches throughout Australia and
New Zealand with specialist on-site
testing vehicles and qualified collecting
and screening staff providing a truly
international service.
Our team is extremely knowledgeable
about the illicit drug industry and its
negative effects. With more than10 years
of operation TDDA has forged an excellent
reputation with our clients through our
world-class services.
Visit www.tdda.com, phone Anthony
Lowe on 0439 064 332 or
1300 4 DETECTION, or email Anthony.
Lowe@tdda.com

uTenant is a cutting-edge property
matching platform that helps people who
have space and people who need space to
connect directly, transforming the way to
lease industrial property.
uTenant is the smart and easy way for
landlords and tenants to lease property
within Australia. The first of its kind to
provide confidentiality and transparency,
along with time and cost efficiencies.
In a world where everyone is time poor
and aiming to save money, this online
technology facilitates ideal industrial
property matches whilst providing other
benefits along the way.
Check out utenant.com.au for more
information and details on exclusive
partner offers.
Contact 03 9885 0990
Email admin@utenant.com.au
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At TomTom Telematics we help our
customers to get closer to their drivers.
Everything that we do is driven by this
single, simple principle – because when
you are closer to your drivers, everyone can
make smarter decisions.
This belief, combined with our continuous
innovation, our drive to put the customer
first in everything we do, and our relentless
focus on quality and reliability has made
us the market leader in Europe and one
of the world’s leading players in fleet
management.
TomTom Telematics is a business unit of
TomTom dedicated to fleet management,
vehicle telematics and connected car
services. WEBFLEET is a Software-as-aService solution, used by small to large
businesses to improve vehicle performance,
save fuel, support drivers and increase
overall fleet efficiency. In addition, TomTom
Telematics provides services for the
insurance, rental and leasing industries,
car importers and companies that address
businesses as well as consumers.
Call 02 8023 8554 or visit www.
telematics.tomtom.com/en_au/webfleet/

Established in 1974 by Mick Vawdrey,
Vawdrey began building truck bodies for
smaller companies and owner drivers. In
1975, Russell Baker joined Mick and the
two formed a strong partnership that
lasted until Russell’s retirement in late
2006.
The 1980s saw Vawdrey grow from
strength to strength, becoming a supplier
to multinational companies. Vawdrey
used the fallout of the 1990s ‘credit
crunch’ as an opportunity to employ
smart management techniques that
would prove crucial to the company’s
long term success.
Vawdrey’s founding pillars were built
on quality, innovation and dedication,
qualities that continue to drive the
company until today. By 2001, Vawdrey
moved into its current premises in
Dandenong South, Victoria. As Australia’s
largest independent trailer builder,
Vawdrey aims to consistently improve the
standard of design and quality within the
country’s trailer building industry.
Contact 03 9797 3700
www.truckworld.com.au

Though best known for GPS technology,
Trimble integrates a wide range of
positioning technologies including GPS,
laser, optical and inertial technologies
with application software, wireless
communications, and services to provide
complete commercial solutions. Its
integrated solutions allow customers to
collect, manage and analyse complex
information faster and easier, making them
more productive, efficient and profitable.
Trimble products are used in over 150
countries around the world. Employees
in more than 35 countries, coupled with
a highly capable network of dealers and
distribution partners serve and support our
customers.
For over 38 years, Trimble has created
unique positioning products that help
customers grow their business. Our
portfolio includes over 1,200 patents
and serves as the basis for the broadest
positioning offerings in the industry.
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Volvo Trucks has been a proud part of
Australia’s road transport industry since
1967 and has grown to become one of the
largest heavy-duty truck suppliers in our
country.
After 48 years of fantastic service and
commitment to our customers it is easy
to see why Volvo Trucks is one of the most
prestigious truck manufacturers in the
world.
CMV Truck & Bus has six dealerships
located in Victoria, selling new and used
Volvo Trucks and Volvo Buses. We also
have CMV Finance, CMV Contracts, service,
repair, warranty, parts and VicRoads
services for new and used trucks and
buses.
CMV has more than 80 years’ experience in
automotive, commercial and agricultural
industries.

Worrells is a firm dedicated to solvency
management, insolvency administration
and forensic investigation. Our proprietary
technology is unrivalled in our profession.
With our twice daily online updates, we
provide relevant and comprehensive
information in real time on current files.
We also provide a wealth of general
information and current news impacting
on insolvency and fraud issues.
Contact 03 9613 5500
Email melbourne@worrells.net.au

Where you decide to get your licence
matters – that decision will affect
your safety, your abilities, and future
employment opportunities. Make the
right decision. Make the Armstrongs
decision.
Armstrongs has developed and delivered
training and assessment for the Transport
and Logistics industry for more than 50
years. Armstrongs is a Registered Training
Office (RTO) and a VicRoads accredited
heavy vehicle and motorcycle training
and assessment centre working under the
Australian Quality Training Framework
(AQTF). Armstrongs is also WorkSafe
accredited to deliver forklift licence
training and testing.
Contact 03 9464 6464
Email: office@armdrive.com.au
www.armstrongsdrivereducation.com.au

www.volvotrucks.com.au

Contact Steven Reynolds at steven.
reynolds@trimble.com.au
www.trimble.com

We are delivering a global standard
in modern container terminal design,
innovation and operations, and will
become the flagship facility in Australia’s
premier port.
Contact 03 8672 3284
www.vict.com.au

We have been in the business of
manufacturing trailers since 1974.
Barker Trailers leads the industry with
its innovative approach to design and
manufacturing techniques, continual
product improvement and focus on safety
and efficiency for road users, operators
and employees.
The benefits of owning a Barker Trailer
are many. From the specification stage
through to sales; after-sales support and
beyond, you will be proud of the quality
and finish of your trailer.
Barker Trailers is in the fortunate position
of building equipment for clients based
on their specific requirements – these
requirements are the basis on which the
trailer specification is written. Additionally,
we operate an “open door” policy whereby
the client can visit the plant at any time
and see the trailer in fabrication and make
suggestions before it is completed.
Contact Rod Cunningham on
0447 276 167
Email:
rod.cunningham@barkertrailers.com.au

Goodyear & Dunlop Tyres Australia New
Zealand is entirely owned by the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company, one of the
world’s leading tyre companies employing
approximately 69,000 associates and
manufacturing its products in 51
Goodyear & Dunlop Tyres Australia
New Zealand employs approximately
1,400 associates with its corporate Head
Office based in Melbourne, Victoria. The
company has grown into one of Australia’s
leading tyre marketers, wholesalers and
retailers.
As well as owning world leading tyre
brands Goodyear and Dunlop, since 2006
Goodyear & Dunlop Tyres completely owns
and operates the well-known Australian
tyre retailer Beaurepaires, which has a
national store network of approximately
250 stores.
Contact Peter Stacker on 0458 393 896
or peter_stacker@goodyear.com.au

Seeing Machines is an industry leader in
computer vision based technologies which
enable machines to see, understand and
assist people. With more than 17 years of
deep domain experience, Seeing Machines
deploys its proprietary computer vision
platform to deliver precision tracking
and analysis of heads, faces and eyes.
A primary application today is Driver
Monitoring Systems (DMS) to detect
and manage drowsiness, distraction and
other cognitive states which is key to the
safe adoption of Automotive ADAS and
Autonomous Driving as well pioneering
Guardian, a real-time driver fatigue and
distraction accident prevention solution.
Guardian is scientifically proven to reduce
driver fatigue events by upwards of 90%,
and combines in-cab intervention with
24/7 support and analytics services,
providing a complete safety solution for
commercial vehicles. Today, Guardian has
intervened in more than 30,000 fatigue or
distraction events, and is used by leading
transport and logistics companies across
the globe.
www.seeingmachines.com
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THE ENGINE OIL
THAT WORKS AS
HARD AS YOU
Shell Rimula has a proven reputation for providing hardworking
protection under even the most challenging Australian conditions.
Formulated to control acids and deposits whilst providing excellent
wear protection and with the potential to extend drain intervals.
The Shell Rimula range covers just about every type of diesel
engine to keep your trucks working as hard as you do.

To use Shell Rimula call us on 1300 134 205
or visit shell.com.au/rimula.

